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Foreword
In an industry characterized by disruption, understanding how content creators, consumers and
advertisers value media is as important as ever. We are living through exciting times. On‑demand
entertainment providers give consumers more choice and the future promises further expansion,
while leading news publishers are taking advantage of the scale offered by the internet to deliver
quality content alongside profitability.

Kirstine Stewart,
Head of Platform
for Shaping the
Future of Media,
Entertainment and
Culture, Member
of the Executive
Committee

At the World Economic Forum, we are committed to building an economically viable, inclusive and
transparent media ecosystem. For the past year, the Forum has conducted research into the concept
of value in media. In addition to studying the strategies media businesses and advertisers adopt to
improve their value propositions, we have partnered with Nielsen to understand media consumption
preferences. This is a critical component of financial sustainability in media, considering the vast
range of options available to users and the limits of what they are willing to pay.
Since its launch in May 2019, this project has conducted six workshops with around 100 executives
across the media industry. We have surveyed more than 9,100 consumers in China, Germany, India,
South Korea, the United Kingdom and the United States. We believe this is the first time that news
and entertainment consumption has been covered in China and India, and to a lesser extent South
Korea. Here, we present synthesized findings from qualitative and quantitative inputs.
How optimistic you are may colour your interpretation of our findings. On the one hand, we see high
engagement with content, with consumers using a multitude of news and entertainment services
for hours each day. At the same time, we must acknowledge that the population paying for content
is small and that convincing users to pay more than they do today is difficult. But there are bright
spots: Countries such as China and India show great appetite for news and entertainment, even while
questions persist about how to fund the production of media.

David Kenny,
Chief Executive
Officer and Chief
Diversity Officer,
Nielsen

We know the difficulty of condensing such a broad range of topics into a handful of pages. We
encourage readers to consider the report holistically – not only looking at what people pay but also
considering the wider implications. It is important to draw attention to the stratification we observe
between what has been termed “destination” and “ecosystem” media. The former consists of content
destinations for consumers, while the latter uses content as a strategic asset in a bigger portfolio
of products and services. We believe that this dynamic is worthy of further scrutiny because of its
potential impact on the consumption and production of news and entertainment, an issue that will
continue to be addressed via our Shaping the Future of Media, Entertainment and Culture platform.
The World Economic Forum is pleased to have collaborated with Nielsen and is grateful to the
project’s Steering Committee for its guidance. We would also like to thank Stefan Hall and Cathy Li for
spearheading this work.
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Executive summary
This paper presents conclusions from the World Economic
Forum’s Value in Media project. The goal of the project is
to consider how different stakeholders in media – content
creators, advertisers, marketing agencies and individual
consumers – each value media content. We hope to
provide useful analysis of this dynamic that will help the
industry make informed decisions about its future.
The paper has three objectives: first, to analyse research
conducted in six key markets – Germany, South Korea, the
UK, and the US, China and India, the last two of which we
believe are covered in depth for the first time; second, to
highlight the implications for media business models; third,
to raise awareness of concepts of interest and concern
to our Shaping the Future of Media, Entertainment and
Culture platform.
The results are based on a survey, conducted by
Nielsen for the Forum, of more than 9,100 consumers.
To complement the data, our project team organized six
workshops, convening around 100 executives from across
the media industry. From the synthesis of these inputs we
have concluded:
Engagement with media is high, but less than half pay.
A vast majority of consumers read, watch or listen to news
(over 80%) and entertainment (almost 90%) for almost 24
hours a week. Almost 60% have gone through some form
of registration process to consume news or entertainment –
either free or paid. But the proportion of paying users is low:
below 20% for news and around 44% for entertainment.
China, however, shows higher engagement with paid media
services than other countries. As many as 59% of Chinese
consumers have at least one paid video or sport service,
while 43% have at least one paid music, radio or audio
service and 39% have at least one paid gaming service.
The higher numbers may be explained by the greater
prevalence of pay‑per‑use models in the country.
However, willingness to pay is rising even while
entertainment services are being reduced. There is
scope for a reduction in the number of paid entertainment
services consumers pay for, with the maximum number
consumers say they are willing to have being lower than
the number they have today in every country except India.
Most promisingly, the proportion of people saying they
would be willing to pay for media in the future is greater
than the proportion of people who currently pay. For news,
53% would be willing to pay in the future, up from 16% who
pay today. For entertainment, 70% are willing to pay, up
from 44% today.

Young people are more likely to pay for content, but
low-income groups are not. Across countries, young
people (aged 16–34) are the most likely to pay for content.
An average of 61% currently pay for entertainment and
17% for news, figures that are in both cases above the
global averages in the general population. However,
when looking at socioeconomic status, we see a greater
proportion of paid news subscriptions among higherincome or higher-status individuals (there is no consistent
pattern for entertainment services). This suggests that
concerns of emerging “information inequalities”, where
wealthier consumers have access to more or higherquality information, are very real.
Questions persist about how to fund the production
of valuable content. The success of some news and
entertainment providers demonstrates that consumer
revenues can be a genuine alternative to advertising. This
trend suggests increasing awareness among consumers
about their role in financing content production, a finding
that is reflected in our survey, too. Our data also shows
that consumers expect governments to take a bigger
role in funding news versus entertainment, as well as
identifying advertisers as important contributors to
financing content production.
The so-called “streaming war” between providers
may be masking a developing stratification between
“destination” and “ecosystem” media. The implications
of this stratification are so far unknown, but worthy of
further scrutiny. Destination companies are the end point
of content for consumers, while ecosystem companies
use content as a monetization vehicle for a bigger portfolio
of products and services. To date, there has been little
discussion of the potential impact of strategies by ecosystem
players on the consumption and production of news and
entertainment. We believe that the societal implications of
these strategies are worthy of further scrutiny.
Finally, the report discusses strategic shifts in media
that are worthy of continued attention: payment
architectures, podcasts and advertising environments.
Each represents an interesting monetization, consumer
engagement or business opportunity that we expect will
affect the wider media landscape.
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Project context
The media industry has been continually disrupted since
the turn of the century through the digitization of content,
the rise of social media and user‑generated content, and
the acceleration in mobile consumption. Today, the central
business question is how to effectively monetize media,
considering both consumers’ range of options and the
maximum they are willing to pay.
On‑demand entertainment services have proliferated
in recent years, each offering various ways to pay for
access, while news providers have introduced or tightened
paywalls and membership schemes. Both form part of
clear business strategies by media companies to increase
revenue from digital products and from consumers directly.
The entertainment industry is now in its third decade of
over‑the‑top (OTT) video, a development that has accelerated
a decline in cable TV subscriptions. This boom has given
consumers more choice than ever before, and a range of
new services were brought to market or announced in the
months during which this research was conducted.
Among the most notable, Apple, Disney, NBCUniversal,
WarnerMedia and a consortium of British broadcasters
all launched or gave details of their offerings during 2019.
In the US specifically, an intense round of deal‑making
in consumer technology and media came to the fore,
including AT&T’s merger with Time Warner, the purchase
of 21st Century Fox by Disney and CBS’s merger with
Viacom. These companies intend to compete with the
providers already available globally, including Netflix, Hulu,
iQIYI and YouTube, not to mention the plethora of gaming
and short‑form video platforms, some of which – such
as Fortnite or TikTok – qualify as the fastest‑growing
entertainment categories of all time.

“digital natives”, such as Axios, Business Insider, The
Athletic and The Information, turned profits in 2019, or
expect to in 2020.
In many cases, the so‑called “pivot to paid” is an outcome
of changes in advertising. Growth in digital content
consumption has moved advertising spend online,
shrinking once‑guaranteed revenues for legacy media. At
the same time, platforms such as Facebook and Google
have enabled brands to bring more of their marketing
efforts in‑house by providing them with data to precisely
target consumers, even as the use of third‑party cookies
is phased out. Marketers may be more dynamic and
responsive in reaching their desired audiences, but a
greater share of their budget now goes to the providers of
platforms as opposed to content. The consequence is that
media companies are convinced they need to rebalance
income streams in favour of reader revenues, and the value
of consumer data is important in helping them do so.
These efforts are inevitably constrained by individuals’
unwillingness to pay. During our research, the concept of
“subscription fatigue” cemented itself into industry parlance.
It refers to the notion that consumers are frustrated by the
sheer amount of content available, the multitude of ways
to access it and the amount they must pay to get it – and
that eventually there will be a reckoning once the market
saturates. Around the start of this project, Deloitte reported
that almost half of US consumers are frustrated by the
streaming explosion in entertainment.1 The Reuters Institute
for the Study of Journalism suggested a “winner takes all”
dynamic is emerging in the news industry, with consumers
likely to pay for only one online news subscription.2

Not every entertainment platform monetizes in the
same way. There is a mixture of consumer‑driven and
advertising‑supported models. What is common is an
easily accessible experience across devices, which on
an individual basis at least is significantly cheaper than
traditional television bundles and, in many cases, rivals the
biggest studios for quality and quantity.

Amid this competitive environment, political discourse has
focused on what an ideal media ecosystem ought to look like,
a discussion seemingly inextricably linked to concerns about
technology companies and their impact on society. In part,
this is connected to the business context outlined above. The
argument is that, as more content is distributed through social
platforms, technology companies should be responsible for
guaranteeing the integrity of information and discourse online,
either directly or by supporting quality providers.

News organizations, too, are embracing the shift to digital
and mobile, taking advantage of delivery mechanisms such
as podcasts and voice technologies to reach consumers
in new ways. As with entertainment, the news market
combines subscription and ad‑supported publishers,
even if in the past year several have added, improved
and deepened paywalls and membership structures. For
some of the biggest publishers, these strategies are paying
off. During our research, The New York Times crossed 5
million paid subscribers, the Financial Times reached 1
million paying users and The Guardian, which doesn’t use
a paywall, announced it had broken even on the back of
reader‑supported contributions. A handful of specialized

But a key element of the debate is the power of large
advertisers to shape the media environment. Brands that
fund content through advertising are pressuring publishers
and platforms to improve the safety of online environments.
They are pushing for improvements in viewability and user
experiences alongside a reduction in fraudulent accounts,
harmful content and harassment. Consumer goods
companies have a particular interest in bringing about
change – and the money to force publishers and platforms
to act. Four out of the world’s five biggest advertisers in
2018–2019 were consumer brands, representing a total
advertising budget of $38.3 billion, or 13% of the ad spend
of the world’s top 100 largest advertisers.3
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Policy‑makers are adapting their media environments to
these economic realities. Asia, the European Union and
the US are all pursuing their own approaches to regulation.
The EU and the US appear to be questioning whether and
how the media ecosystem should be protected against
externalities that technology platforms can create. In China,
a more values‑driven line is being followed, where regulation
of news, publishing and broadcasting is consolidated under
a single department responsible for safeguarding and
promoting approved social and cultural norms. Elsewhere
in Asia, several countries are contemplating alternative
approaches, including self-regulation. Although this project
does not study ongoing policy debates in these countries, it
is important to take all of these undercurrents into account
when considering our findings.

Understanding Value in Media: Perspectives from Consumers and Industry
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Project findings
Our research covers two perspectives. The first presents
the results of a survey of more than 9,100 consumers in
China, Germany, India, South Korea, the UK and the US.
These countries represent a combination of advanced and
developing economies, different cultural perspectives and
broad levels of digital adoption. The second layer is based
on workshops conducted with around 100 business leaders
from the news, entertainment and advertising industries.
They are a qualitative complement to the survey data.
Details of our methodology can be found on page 32.

Six in 10 (60%) qualify as engaged – defined as those who
have gone through some form of registration process to
consume media, either free or paid. Engaged consumers
each have an average of seven media services and as
many as 11 in China, covering video, sport, gaming, music/
radio, podcasts, news and blogs. Looking at specific
categories is less encouraging, however. Globally, a little
over a quarter (27%) can be considered as engaged for
news, habits broadly matched in entertainment subsectors:
30% of consumers are registered for video services, 34%
for music/radio, 22% for gaming and 21% for sport.

Engagement with media high, but less than half pay
For arguably the most important metric – paying consumers
– the figures fall further. Payment is defined as one of: a
monthly/annual subscription fee, a charge bundled with a
cable or internet service, and pay‑per‑use. On average, well
under a fifth of consumers pay for news. The proportion
is as low as 11% in the UK and 9% in Germany, though
this may be due to the availability of public‑service media
in these countries. For India (25%) and China (25%), two
countries largely underrepresented in studies on this
subject, there may be room for optimism. But the fact
remains that fully three‑quarters of people in the world’s
most populous nations do not pay for news.

Our research presents a mixed bag for those considering
the financial sustainability of the media industry. On the
one hand, consumers are evidently captivated by media
content. A vast majority of consumers read, watch or listen
to news (over 80%) and entertainment (almost 90%) for
almost 24 hours a week.

Figure 1: Proportion of consumers registering for media services, free and paid combined
Expressed as % registering

43%
37%

China
15%

Germany

12%
9%
6%

32%

56%

41%

20%
26%
23%
22%

Music/radio
56%
Video
News

17%

Gaming
Sports
32%
32%

India
6%
6%

17%
19%

23%
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Korea
22%

Podcasts
38%

Blogs

45%
31%
28%

19%

6%
6%

23%
South Korea
16%

UK
6%

10%

31%
28%

21%
Music/radio

26%

21%
17%
16%
21%

Video
News
Gaming
Sports

16%
US
6%

22%

45%

10%

15%

25%

30%

Podcasts
Blogs

20%

Media subscription services provide access to content such as movies, news articles, podcast episodes, songs etc. These services typically require
registration, and sometimes involve paid subscription. Do you currently have active services, paid or unpaid, in any of the following categories? If yes,
please indicate which.
Base: All respondents; US (n=1,010), UK (n=1,002), Germany (n=1,001), China (n=1,608), South Korea (n=1,003), India (n=3,514)

Entertainment is more popular in the countries we
surveyed, with 44% of people in these markets paying
to access it. In our sample, India consistently sees the
smallest share of paying entertainment consumers – as
low as 6% pay for gaming services, rising to 19% for
video or sport. Only China defies the global average.
As many as 59% of Chinese consumers have at least
one paid video or sport service, while 43% have at least
one paid music, radio or audio service and 39% have at
least one paid gaming service. The higher numbers may
be explained by the greater prevalence of pay‑per‑use
models in the country.

Willingness to pay rising even while entertainment
services are being reduced
Our findings suggest there is scope for a reduction in the
number of entertainment services consumers pay for. The
maximum number of paid entertainment services consumers
are willing to have is lower than the number they have today
in every country except India. The outlook for news is more
favourable, with greater proportions indicating a willingness to
pay for at least one service in all countries. This is particularly
true in India, where consumers report a willingness to
increase their number of paid news services to four.

Table 1: Current vs. desired maximum number of news and entertainment services across countries
(all respondents)

Current number of
paid news services

Desired maximum
number of paid news
services

Current number of
paid entertainment
services

Desired maximum
number of paid
entertainment
services

China

0.6

1.5

3.7

1.9

Germany

0.2

0.7

1.2

1

India

0.4

4.1

0.9

2.8

South Korea

0.2

0.8

1.4

1.1

UK

0.2

0.7

1.5

1.2

US

0.3

1

2.3

1.5
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Furthermore, in all six countries, the proportion of people
saying they would be willing to pay for media in the future
is greater than the proportion of people who currently pay.
For news, 53% would be willing to pay in the future – a
significant leap from the 16% who pay today. In China,
87% of consumers say they would be willing to pay for
entertainment in the future, and 79% say they would pay for
news. Meanwhile in India, 87% would pay for entertainment
and 67% for news, up from about a quarter for each today.

This raises the question of what it will take to convince
users to start making payments. One factor may be trust:
The greater willingness to pay in India and China goes
hand in hand with data showing that these consumers trust
content from paid sources to be of higher quality compared
to free media. For a discussion on questions faced by news
media in delivering value to consumers, see Box 2.

Table 2: Proportion of consumers who currently pay for media vs. those willing to pay in future

News
% who pay
currently

% willing to pay
in future

Global average

16

53

China

25

Germany

Entertainment
% who pay
currently

% willing to pay
in future

Global average

44

70

79

China

69

87

9

38

Germany

37

52

India

25

67

India

26

87

South Korea

14

48

South Korea

48

66

UK

11

41

UK

42

64

US

12

45

US

44

61

Is there room to grow the amounts people pay? Again, it
depends on the category of consumer. For unengaged
consumers without active registrations for media services,
there is limited revenue opportunity. This group is willing to
pay only a fraction of the fees currently paid by subscribers.
Yet those who already subscribe to media present some
positive indicators. Almost all countries show that this
group is willing to pay more in the future for news than
they do now (the exception is the US). For entertainment,
paying Indian and South Korean subscribers also report
a willingness to up their spend, with Germany and China
remaining stable.
Young people are more likely to pay for content, but
low-income groups are not
Across countries, young people (aged 16–34) are the most
likely to pay for content. An average of 61% currently pay
for entertainment and 17% for news, figures that are in both
cases above the global averages in the general population.
However, when looking at socioeconomic status, we
see a greater proportion of paid news subscriptions
among higher-income or higher-status individuals (there
is no consistent pattern for entertainment services).
This suggests that concerns of emerging “information
inequalities”, where wealthier consumers have access to
more or higher-quality information, are very real.
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Who should fund content?
Considering our findings in the round inevitably leads us
to ask how to adequately fund the production of valuable
content. Typically, the answer would have been advertising,
but there are questions about the viability of this model.
It has been argued that there is pent‑up demand for
ad‑supported video content, and that this model could
credibly fund content creation.4 This remains to be proven.
Advertising may cover the cost of utilities such as search
and social media, but it appears difficult to produce
high‑quality digital content that is exclusively funded by
advertising. In the news industry, online advertising revenue
per user is less than 10% of that in print.5 (As this paper
went to press, the risks of relying on advertising as a main
funding source were made plain by the economic volatility
created by the spread of COVID‑19. For a discussion of this,
see Box 1.)

Box 1: How could coronavirus affect the media
industry?
At the time of writing, 10 March, the coronavirus outbreak
is still evolving rapidly. The impacts are difficult to predict,
and different countries and industries are expected to be
affected in their own way. Already, the economic effects are
being seen, with global stocks and commodities dropping in
value, while consumer spending also appears likely to fall.
Several measures have been taken to contain the spread
of COVID‑19. The media industry could be affected in the
following ways:
–

Increase in consumption due to the implementation
of self‑isolation and enforced quarantine. Consumers
forced or choosing to be at home may increase demand
for media, in particular entertainment services such
as video on demand and gaming. China provides an
indication here. After the country implemented nationwide
isolation measures, average weekly downloads of apps
during the first two weeks of February jumped by 40%
compared with the average for the whole of 2019,
according to the Financial Times. In the same month,
weekly game downloads on Apple devices had increased
by 80% compared to 2019.

–

Major shortfall in media revenues due to
postponement or cancellation of flagship global
events. Cable television companies are partly
dependent upon advertising, meaning that any decline
in revenue will affect profitability. This summer is due
to see UEFA’s Euro 2020 football tournament and
the Tokyo Olympics and Paralympics, events shown
to millions around the world; these are not easily
replaced in a broadcaster’s programming schedule.
Their postponement or cancellation could disrupt
not only scheduled coverage but equally advertising
arrangements, sponsorship deals and promotional
events. According to The New York Times, in 1980,
when the United States boycotted the Moscow
Olympics, broadcaster NBC lost $34 million despite
having insurance.

–

Decrease in advertising spending by major brands
due to supply‑chain issues or reduction in sales.
Consumer‑packaged goods or manufacturing‑related
companies might decrease their ad spending if there
are inventory issues due to constraints in their supply
chains, with them not wishing to risk marketing
products that are not available. Consumers may reduce
their spend on non‑essential items, which could affect
how brands allocate advertising spend across their
portfolio of products.

–

Reduction in out‑of‑home spending due to
restrictions on movement and large gatherings,
potentially for the long term. Many countries have
already introduced limits on social gatherings. Lower
spending outside of the home, such as in cinemas and
restaurants, may have knock‑on effects for brands
trying to reach consumers through out‑of‑home media
such as radio and billboards.

The success of some paid news and entertainment
services demonstrates that consumer revenues are a
complement, and perhaps even a genuine alternative,
to digital advertising. Already, 69% of news publications
in Europe and the US operate some form of metered
access, a number that has increased over time.6 And news
executives are pessimistic about generating income from
advertising. Only 9% of those surveyed expect the share of
advertising revenue to increase in the next five years.
So who should pay? Our survey gives the perception
that advertisers, consumers and government each have
a similar‑sized role to play. Respondents are aware that
advertising can subsidize content creation, as a result of the
use or sale of personal data by media companies. In China,
awareness is as high as 61%, above the global average
of 55%. Yet, on average, almost half of consumers skip
advertising whenever possible and almost three in four make
efforts to reduce their exposure to it. This suggests that the
value exchange between consumers, media and brands
needs rethinking and is consistent with executive thinking
on this topic. The 60+ leaders we polled from the news,
entertainment and advertising industries overwhelmingly
agree that media companies need to do more to help
consumers understand the value of their data, either by
disclosing its value or by adopting regulatory measures.
Consumers do acknowledge their own role in content
consumption, with 35% agreeing that they should be
responsible for paying for – or funding access to – news,
rising to 44% for entertainment. Our data also shows
that consumers expect governments to take a bigger
role in funding news than entertainment (35% versus
18% respectively), which implies that consumers have a
reasonable understanding of the important role that news
providers play in promoting healthy political discourse.
Interestingly, around a quarter of respondents believe
that tech platforms should be responsible for paying for
content, perhaps giving an indication of where recent
narratives about the role of these companies in society
may be headed.

Understanding Value in Media: Perspectives from Consumers and Industry
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Table 3: Consumers’ view on who should be responsible for paying for content
Expressed global average of % agreeing
News

Entertainment

Advertisers

32%

37%

Consumers

35%

44%

The government

35%

18%

Telecommunications providers

28%

28%

Creators, producers, distributors of content

29%

32%

Tech platforms

26%

28%

e-commerce platforms

19%

27%

Other

15%

16%

In your opinion, which, if any, of the following should be responsible for paying for/funding access to each of the following types of content?
Base: All respondents; US (n=1,010), UK (n=1,002), Germany (n=1,001), China (n=1,608), South Korea (n=1,003), India (n=3,514)

Box 2: What are the problems that media solve?
Rasmus Kleis Nielsen, Director, Reuters Institute for
the Study of Journalism and Professor of Political
Communication, University of Oxford
There has arguably never been more intense competition
for audiences’ attention, for advertisers’ budgets and for
households’ media spending than there is today.
In this environment, it is more important than ever to
ask, “What are the problems that media solve?” If we
don’t clearly understand what value media provide for
people – and how – it is hard to see how the industry can
find sustainable business models that can fund content
creation and guarantee their independence from various
more‑or‑less eager would‑be patrons.
At the Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism, we are
focused specifically on the future of journalism and news
media worldwide, so I will focus particularly on the public’s
perception of the value of news. The basis is survey data from
the 2019 edition of our annual Reuters Institute Digital News
Report, a survey of the news media habits and attitudes of
online news users across 38 markets on six continents.7
The report documents the uncomfortable fact that a large
part of the public – in some countries a clear majority –
do not feel that the news media delivers in solving the
problems that journalism often purports to address.
Take the primary value proposition of most news media:
“We keep people up to date with what is going on.” Some
62% of our survey respondents across 38 markets say they
agree the news media does that. That leaves more than a
third who do not agree.
What about higher up the value chain, where many involved
in news media might say, “We help people understand
the news of the day”? Across 38 markets, just 51% of
respondents agree with this statement. Fifty‑one. Only just
over half of internet news users feel the news helps them
understand the world around them.

12
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Even more ambitiously, some news media organizations
might say, “We monitor powerful people and businesses.”
But while journalists may want to be watchdogs, much of the
public see lapdogs (or perhaps mad dogs). Just 42% across
38 markets agree news media monitors the powerful.
Whether people are right in their judgement about these
things is substantially important. But it is almost irrelevant
in terms of their experience of value, where perception is a
large part of the reality.
If a third of the public do not feel the news helps them
keep up to date, why would they pay attention to the
news? If nearly half of the public do not feel that the
news helps them understand the world around them,
why would they pay for it? If more than half of the public
do not feel news media monitors powerful people and
businesses, why would they donate to non‑profit media or
accept the use of public funds to support private media or
public‑service media?
Of course, there are important variations from country to
country in terms of how much people value the media,
and there are some individual news media brands that
stand out against people’s experience of an ocean of
disappointment and mediocrity.
But it is clear that many people – and our data suggests
especially young people – do not feel we are worth their
while. The media industry has to address this fundamental
problem and demonstrate to the public that independent
news and professional journalism is valuable for them, for
their communities and for society. If we do not deliver value
to them, why would they value us?

Generating value in media: three approaches

2. Make the consumer the primary customer

Three broad approaches by media businesses attempting
to increase the value generated by media stood out during
our study.

Studies of reader behaviour on news websites shows that
frequency of visits is the strongest indicator of a user’s
propensity to subscribe – more than page views or time
spent on content.13 This is indicative of a trend by media
companies to put consumers at the heart of strategy. It
implies that understanding and building habits among
readers or viewers is central to successful monetization.

1.

Identify economies of scale

For media companies, the principal value metric is
revenue, and the industry is looking for ways to grow by
expanding audiences. This is especially true in news, where
publications such as The Guardian, the Financial Times
and The New York Times have looked to new languages
and regions, as well as introducing subscription options to
lifestyle sections. Holding companies, such as Condé Nast,
are centralizing resources in order to expand their collective
footprint into new franchises and markets.8
Broadcasters are collaborating to use TV audiences as a
platform to market and promote new streaming services.
For example, the BBC and ITV in the UK, TF1 and M6 in
France and the RTL Group in Germany are each working
to build video‑on‑demand services across Europe on the
back of sizeable domestic markets. The approach extends
to providers focusing on local content and programming to
attract consumers who are just coming online. In Asia, India’s
Hotstar, iflix from Malaysia and Singapore‑based HOOQ are
among several players attempting to tap into an Asia‑Pacific
streaming video market that is estimated to triple by 2023.9
In China, even the most popular short‑video apps are
apparently coming up against growth ceilings and
are diversifying their portfolios by adding medium‑ to
long‑form videos, broadcasting and gaming.10 This is
the strength platforms have over single‑media providers:
Their network effects enable them to more easily absorb
and integrate additional features into their products, a
power seen around the world that is coming under intense
scrutiny from regulators.11

The approach relies on matching consumers’ desires with
marketing that attracts them, often involving a mixture of
unique content and personalization. There is evidence
that users are willing to pay more for personalized media
and that tailored content helps reduce the rate at which
subscribers cancel their services.14 Netflix has exclusive
rights to the content on its platform, while simultaneously
customizing its landing page, adjusting the parameters for
surfacing, presenting and interacting with recommendations
for each user.15 News publishers use tailored newsletters
to reinforce daily habits with readers, while executives
across the media industry are looking at ways to repackage
successful intellectual property into different formats that
encourage repeat engagement across devices.16
The music industry represents an argument in support
of this approach. It was almost devastated by illegal
downloading, which put a major dent in revenues and
changed consumption habits among listeners – habits
reinforced by Apple’s iPod and iTunes, which, by 2010,
made it the largest music retailer on the planet.17 While the
global music industry today is still smaller than at its peak
(see Figure 2), streaming services continue to help total
revenues grow to levels not seen since this era.18

The strategy extends to technology and telecoms
conglomerates that hold significant media verticals. In our
workshop with executives from the entertainment industry,
more than three‑quarters of participants said they
expected this industry to experience a consolidation of
offerings to a small handful of services owned by today’s
major players. Not only does this create discount bundling
opportunities, it also enables scaling across all areas of
the combined businesses.
For example, AT&T’s acquisition of Time Warner gives the
new entity control of distribution, content and data from
mobile and TV. The company now has the ability to scale
advertising sales across platforms while improving the
viewing experience, in theory enabling a higher price for
ads.12 Viacom’s merger with CBS is a further example of
consolidation as a scaling strategy.
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Figure 2: Music industry revenues are recovering, but still below their peak: Global recorded music industry revenues
2001–2018 ($ billions)
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Box 3: How Verizon Media is helping media companies
build scale through partnerships

–

TIME magazine: Verizon Media’s RYOT partnered with
TIME and executive producer Viola Davis to produce a
groundbreaking immersive exhibit that recreates one of
the most iconic moments in American history, the 1963
March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom, which will
be on exhibit at the DuSable Museum in Chicago.

–

Leonardo DiCaprio Foundation/Lil Dicky: Verizon
Media partnered with multi‑platinum rapper Lil Dicky and
the Leonardo DiCaprio Foundation to bring Lil Dicky’s
new music video “EARTH” to life and take the opportunity
to educate a younger demographic about the climate
crisis. “EARTH” became one of YouTube’s most watched
videos of 2019.

–

Gaming: Verizon Media launched “In the Know Bowl
2020”, a live e‑sports competition in partnership with
Misfits Gaming Group, Activision and Malka Media. “In the
Know Bowl” was a new opportunity to connect directly
with this community, bringing culture and content together
in a unique way.

Guru Gowrappan, Chief Executive Officer, Verizon Media
Our partnerships reflect how Verizon Media is constantly
evolving to enable us to fuel the passions of nearly 900
million people around the globe every day. The possibilities
are unlimited in terms of bringing news to life, with vivid
augmented reality (AR) integrations that humanize
current events.
The company’s strategy focuses on immersive content
experiences, and we are investing in technology to do
that at scale. One of the benefits of partnerships is that
we can draw on each other’s areas of expertise, allowing
us to scale faster. For example, we’re seeing mobile
traffic outpace desktop traffic in our owned and operated
products, including Sports, Finance, News, Entertainment,
Home and Mail. This is a result of investing in the right
partners for each of our core areas of businesses. Recent
examples include:
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–

Yahoo News XR Partner Program: Yahoo News XR
Partner Program offers our partners access to 5G
technology that helps them tell stories with augmented
and immersive reality. Partners have access to Verizon’s
5G Labs and the Verizon Media RYOT 5G Studio in Los
Angeles, the first 5G production studio in the US. Our
partners, including USA Today, Reuters, the Associated
Press, TIME and NowThis, will work with Yahoo News and
RYOT to distribute these new formats on Yahoo News.

–

Walmart: As the leader in inbox commerce, Yahoo Mail
is able to help consumers organize their inboxes based
on their passion points – travel, entertainment, shopping
discounts and more. For Verizon Media’s first major holiday
partnership with Walmart, Yahoo Mail users were alerted
to select Walmart products with exclusive deals, and they
were the first to know about and unlock savings when
we partnered with Serena Williams and her “S by Serena”
fashion collection for a shoppable video series.
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In terms of measuring success, Verizon Media has very
high brand recognition across our properties and portfolio:
Brand recall for Yahoo alone is at 98%, which is exceptional,
especially in today’s crowded marketplace. Comscore
places Yahoo News/Finance and HuffPost as #1 in the
news/finance category, and we are seeing double‑digit
growth year‑on‑year in our ad business, with our growth
powered by mobile.

3. Focus on identity

Implications for the media landscape

The “identity economy” refers to expenditure on products
and services that form part of consumers’ self‑expression.
According to research, in 2017 these categories made up
52% of discretionary household spending in the UK and
captured 79% of the growth in spend in the five years
before that.19 Purchases related to identity and values are
increasing at a greater rate than other household spending.

Most interesting is to think about how these three trends
play out among “ecosystem” media companies, such
as Amazon, Apple and Tencent. To ecosystem media
companies, the strategic value of content is different from
“destination” media – companies where content is the end
point for consumers, such as a TV series or a news article.
Instead, content is a tool to generate incremental revenue
from an already existing user base, or to reduce churn.24

To date, the identity economy has captured a small share
of brands’ advertising spend. Major advertisers are now
executing strategies in closer alignment with identities
and values in order to build association with consumers.
Adverts during the Super Bowl are reflective of this trend of
showcasing values, rather than products.20
Another example is Netflix, which is ad‑free but reached
agreements with approximately 75 companies to place
products in its popular show Stranger Things, helping
brands reach consumers identifying with 1980s nostalgia.21
Not only do these deals represent new revenue streams
for media companies, they are also a way to market
themselves to consumers in everyday locations such as
supermarkets and convenience stores.
The same principles apply to social platforms, where
brands pay “influencers” that reflect aspirational identities
to market their products more casually to followers.
Short‑video app TikTok is reportedly developing a
specialized, brand‑safe channel for influencers that charges
premium advertising rates.22 These strategies are not
without risk: Influencers may come with the right brand
associations but lack the metrics to verify sales and views.23

These companies are also playing the scale game, but for
different reasons: They offer relatively low‑price, brand‑safe
media services that are used as drivers to monetize other
parts of their businesses, such as payments and physical
purchases. The consequence is that destination media are
focusing on “maximizing” share of consumers’ time, spend
and data across specific media verticals – video, music,
news, etc. – with the outcome that access to or quality of
content has arguably never been easier or better. While
destination media compete to become leaders in their
respective areas, ecosystem players are figuring out how to
use media to “monopolize” time, spend and data.25
With the digital economy representing an ever‑greater
share of global value, the cumulative effects of these
“supercompetitors” are difficult to predict as they look to
control customer relationships, consumption and activity.26
While the narrative has focused on a zero‑sum “streaming
wars” battle between individual providers over prices and
content,27 there has been little discussion of the impact
of strategies by ecosystem players on the overall media
landscape. It is very unlikely that news companies can
assemble similar infrastructures to these technology giants.
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Strategic shifts
In this section we outline strategic shifts in the media
industry. This is not an exhaustive list. It represents areas
we think many media businesses will (continue to) explore,
because they present interesting monetization, consumer
engagement and business opportunities. Our selection
comes from interviews and workshops with World Economic
Forum partner companies, experts and start‑ups. The Forum
continues to address these shifts via its Shaping the Future of
Media, Entertainment and Culture platform.
1. New payment architectures: an opportunity to expand
the paid consumer base?
Most of the media industry monetizes using either
subscriptions or advertising, but the dynamics of the two
models are different.28 There are pros and cons to both:
Ad‑funded media can reach a wider audience but is subject
to the vagaries of an advertising market that most media
companies cannot control. Meanwhile, subscription revenue
is binary and depends on convincing users in perpetuity
that content is worth coming back for.

Box 4: Disrupting the disrupters – how the biggest
network on the internet belongs to publishers
Dominic Young, Founder and Chief Executive Officer, Axate
The internet changed the rules of the publishing game,
creating an ad‑funded and user data‑centred environment.
Expecting things for free has become internet orthodoxy;
advertisers make it possible. The same content is available
from multiple sources, so it’s not worth anything. The
user journey is driven by others through search and
social platforms, so “optimizing” a product to meet their
requirements is essential. Success, or at least slowing the
pace of decline, is defined by maximizing page impressions.
Thinking like this has become axiomatic for many publishers,
even while its flaws are obvious. It does not deliver sustainable
revenue and it fails consumers by offering them “free” sites
crowded with intrusive advertising, clickbait and fake content.
It even works against advertisers, who are associated with
customer fatigue and face a complex, opaque market. Media
businesses are struggling at the same time as being more
popular, relevant and societally important than ever.
The great hope is subscription – but only a single‑digit
percentage of audiences are prepared to pay for one.
While some have been successful, for others churn rises.
Perversely, the more someone is worth currently to the
market, through their subscriptions, the less potential there
is for that value to grow. I have watched this develop over
decades and see a market ripe for disruption.
I believe there is a new orthodoxy for content creators
based on consumer payments. But we have to look at the
problem through the eyes of the consumer. When we do,
a different vision emerges. Payment needs to work in the
way consumers behave in real life. Offline, consumers make
casual payments all the time. So why not for digital content?
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The distinction comes down to whether media companies
choose to attract consumers casually and occasionally,
or aim for loyal and committed users on a regular basis. Is
there a middle ground? Micropayments have been cited
as a means of monetizing consumers interested in media
but not ready to subscribe, although widespread take‑up
rates are low. Our own research shows that people are
more likely to use micropayments for entertainment than
for news, but this may change in the future. When we
asked news executives about the future of their industry,
around two‑thirds expected an increase in the use of
micropayments to consume news. Some of this growth may
come from developing news markets. Between 51% and
68% of consumers in India and China report a likelihood
of using micropayments for news and entertainment.
In Box 4 we invite an expert to explain what it would take
to achieve this shift.

To deliver this vision – to move to a world in which payment
is more common, even ubiquitous – two things need to
happen. First, the price and process of paying must be
frictionless enough to attract casual readers and viewers.
Even one extra click is too many. Second, the product itself
needs to be good enough to justify the first payment and
hence bring consumers back for more.
The first is a technical problem that we believe Axate has
solved. Our system is incredibly easy to use. Once a user is
signed up, every other publisher in our network is one click
from monetizing that same consumer. Our model creates a
link between publishers and consumers that doesn’t have
an economic dependency on existing internet platforms, yet
equally does not compete with them in selling advertising
inventory. The second is simply good news – literally.
Investment in good content, well marketed (perhaps via
Google and Facebook – their core business), drives revenue.
Consumers need a system that works everywhere. No
logging in, signing up or entering payment details separately
for each publisher. A user who spends money with one
publisher is ready to spend with any other. If they are
attracted by the products, they can spend their (small,
spontaneous, uncommitted) money with any of them. The
more they spend, the more they’re worth to the market. They
don’t have to promise in advance to spend anything at all.
It’s a startlingly simple vision: Allow publishers to set
the right price for their products and make every user a
potential, frictionless customer. Focus on producing and
marketing the best products, with revenue directly linked to
the popularity you achieve.
It creates a market driven by active user behaviour and
without structural caps or blocks. Apply this thinking to the
billions of interactions consumers have with media every
day and you’ll be able to see how big, and how easily within
reach, the opportunity is.

Figure 3: Spoken-word audio is growing relative to music: Audio listening by content type (US Population 13+)
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Figure 4: Spoken-word audio consumption is increasing in all age groups: Share of time spent listening to spoken-word
audio (US Population 13+)
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2. Podcasts: a new way to reach consumers, but a threat
to music?
Podcasts have been around for more than a decade and
to date have largely
24 been freely distributed. There are
now20
podcast subscription services with a range of value
19
propositions, from exclusive content to audio journalism.29
The growth in podcast listening has attracted
advertisers,
12
leading to an expansion in tools that track impressions and
frequency more precisely.
This shift within audio from music to spoken word widens
Agefrom
13-34
Total opportunity for marketers
the advertising
a relatively
small $700 million today. It may also present a risk to the
2014
model adopted by major record labels.30
Recent moves by Spotify, which has spent around $600
million acquiring podcasting businesses, suggest it may be
positioning podcasts more prominently in the future to grow
revenue from non‑licensed audio sources.31 The company
currently pays record labels, publishers and artists around
65 cents from every $1 in revenue, even as its subscribers
and sales increase.32 Analysts have suggested that Spotify
must pay rights holders a minimum proportion of its
revenues from subscriptions, regardless of whether this
comes from mainly music or podcast listening, but that it
will have scope to renegotiate these relationships if music
declines as a relative share of streaming.33

The shift emphasizes that the editorial influence of platforms
– intentional or otherwise – is worth scrutinizing. It exists in
journalism34 and there are indications that it has started to
29
affect audio.35 The relationship between podcast publishers
25
and technology platforms
will play a role26in determining
which 22
content is surfaced.
3. Advertising environments: how to measure a changing
market?
After growing for 40 years, TV advertising remained stable
between 1995 and 2015, at around 40% of all advertising
Agestall
35-54
Age 55+
spend. The
is attributed to the rise of digital
advertising.36
Now, TV advertising sales are decreasing – they fell by 4% in
2019 2019
– indicating that advertising allocations have caught up
with consumers’ time spent in media.37
The challenges in digital advertising markets have been
known for some time.38 Advertisers continue to ask for
greater transparency of measurement criteria, more control
over where their content is placed and guarantees that
their adverts are shown in reputable and quality media.39 To
achieve these aims, advertisers have brought more of their
ad‑buying in‑house.40
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Different sectors of the industry are working to develop
solutions to the challenges. Examples include new ad
products that enable targeted, addressable ads to be
shown to different households across digital and linear
content,41 and the reduction or elimination of the use of
tracking cookies on news websites and internet browsers.42
The latter is expected to have implications for all aspects of
digital advertising on the web. Others are working to create
marketplaces for specific types of media, such as children’s
content or sports.43

The fact that there are many available ways to advertise
poses a frequency problem because of the difficulty of
coordinating purchases across platforms. This is likely to
drive demand for a transparent, de-duplicated cross‑media
measurement system. Considering the contribution of
technology platforms to shaping the first era of digital
advertising,45 these developments will be watched closely
by all parts of the industry.

There are also strategies to amalgamate elements of
each approach, combining offline viewership data with
online advertising placement and purchasing options
to strengthen the link between sales and views.44 This
suggests that TV advertising may yet make a comeback
considering its longstanding capability to reach consumers
in their homes, but also that streaming video could replace
television as the leading medium for ads.
Figure 5: Advertising spend has caught up with consumers’ attention: Share of consumer time spent with media vs. share
of advertising spending
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Conclusion
This paper examines the concept of value in media from the perspective of consumers, media
businesses and advertisers. It provides an overview of news and entertainment consumption in
leading markets and analyses the implications for business models.
The media industry still faces challenges, even though some companies are thriving and consumers’
interest in and access to content is as high as ever. Media engagement is high: A majority of
consumers read, watch or listen to news (over 80%) and entertainment (almost 90%) for almost 24
hours a week. But fewer than 20% pay for news; 44% pay for entertainment. However, willingness to
pay is rising – the proportion of people saying they would be willing to pay for media in the future is
greater than the proportion of people who currently pay. The main question for media companies is
whether they can convince consumers that they will deliver enough value to make them start paying.
Looking ahead, we suggest focusing on two areas.
Study the impact of ecosystem media on the overall economy
The first is the emerging stratification between “destination” and “ecosystem” media. The former
consists of content destinations for consumers, each competing to become the best‑in‑class service
for their category. When people talk about “streaming wars” or “subscription fatigue”, they are
generally referring to a winner‑takes‑all dynamic playing out between these different types of provider.
It is plausible that there will be only a handful of destination media services in the future, something
the industry is starting to concede. The New York Times recognized that its own success may be
“bad for journalism”.46
These acknowledgements are important, but they ignore the influence of ecosystem players on media
production and consumption. These are companies using media as a strategic asset in a bigger
portfolio of products and services, uniting content with e‑commerce, advertising, consumer data and
new technologies. It is difficult to predict how they could affect the industry, other than to say that the
environment will likely become more competitive for destination media.
As the share of global value represented by the digital economy grows, we recommend that close
attention be paid to the ways in which ecosystem companies integrate media into their activities. Ideally,
clearer metrics can be developed that demonstrate the full extent of the changing media economy.
Examine how regulation can balance innovation, consumer welfare and corporate responsibility
The second area of focus is regulation. There are efforts by policy‑makers to respond to the fact that
technology platforms have transformed content creation, monetization and discovery. The question
of whether and how these companies should moderate harmful digital content – an issue arguably
deriving from advertising‑driven business models – has only increased calls for regulation.
The scrutiny has prompted self‑reflection. In China, an approval freeze for video games caused
publishers to rethink the content they promoted and developed. Some technology companies are
reportedly considering divesting from parts of the media value chain, such as advertising markets
for publishers or software applications that surface content.47 These actions will not satisfy the most
vociferous critics.
As ecosystem media becomes more influential, regulators are studying both the supply‑ and
demand‑side effects on the industry.48 Prices paid are no longer an accurate proxy for consumer
welfare, but it is difficult to propose meaningful alternatives without further study. Other indicators
could include share of data consumption, ease of market entry, level of access to content and quality
or diversity of discourse. These questions will need to be resolved if the important social functions of
media are to be preserved.
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Country‑level findings
China
Total and paid subscription services among engaged consumers

Video and sport

58%

Gaming

62%

News

56%

Music/radio

64%

5.0
2.9

4.7
2.9

4.5
2.5

3.3
2.1

Mean # services

Mean # paid

Entertainment and news spend (¥)
Current vs. maximum monthly spend

¥31.70

All respondents

Current monthly ent. spend
Maximum monthly ent. spend

¥36.60

Paid
entertainment
subscribers

All respondents

¥45.80
¥44.62

Paid news
subscribers
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Current monthly news spend

¥10.90
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¥29.20

Maximum monthly news spend

¥43.70
¥46.49

45%

Likelihood of future paid subscriptions

Consumers in China are most likely to pay for video subscriptions in the next year, followed by music/radio. They are less
33%
likely to pay for other services, such as news or sports.
25% 26%

25%

24%

NEWS

73%

62%

65%

Gaming
Music/radio I can find the

Video

Reasons cited for not paying for content

news/content
for free
elsewhere

54%
It is something
News
that is just not
that important
to me

45%

18%

23

14%

54%
I am OK with
Sports There isn’t enough
seeing ads
content that I am
instead of paying
interested in all
for light-ad or
within one service
ad-free content
Entertainment

33%
25% 26%

25%

News

24%
18%

14%

12%

14%
4%

I can find the
news/content
for free
elsewhere

It is something
that is just not
that important
to me

Reaction to media and advertising

32%

Tweeted or
shared your
opinion on
social media

31%

Started a
discussion with
a peer

31%

Inspired me to
visit a new
place
Found out
about a new
idea

30%

30%

30%

There isn’t enough
content that I am
interested in all
within one service

Entertainment

Read more
about a
certain topic

Purchased a
product/service after
seeing/hearing
an ad for it

I am OK with
seeing ads
instead of paying
for light-ad or
ad-free content

It is too expensive

6%

Cannot afford to
pay for this

News

Advertising perceptions
I am less likely to mind an ad if the product
being advertised is something I am interested in

74%

I prefer to see advertising for things that are related to
the specific topics that I’m reading about or listening to

73%

A good ad is something I share with friends
and family

68%

I realize that content with advertising allows me
to access that content for free

68%

I believe my purchases are affected by
advertising

64%

Brands being advertised are generally higher
quality

54%

Brands being advertised are generally more
trustworthy

52%

I don’t mind ads when viewing or listening to
content

51%
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It

Germany
Total and paid subscription services among engaged consumers

Video and sport

54%

News

53%

Gaming

68%

Music/radio

70%

4.6
2.5

3.4
1.8

3.4
2.3

2.3
1.6

Mean # services

Mean # paid

Entertainment and news spend (€)
Current vs. maximum monthly spend

Current monthly ent. spend

€8.80

All respondents

€11.60

Maximum monthly ent. spend

Paid
entertainment
subscribers

All respondents

€23.90
€22.61

Paid news
subscribers
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Current monthly news spend

€1.90
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€8.40

Maximum monthly news spend

€19.90
€20.50

45%

Likelihood of future paid subscriptions

Consumers in Germany are most likely to pay for music/radio subscriptions in the next year, followed by video. They are
33%
less likely to pay for other services, such as sports, news or gaming.
25% 26%

25%

24%

NEWS

24

23%

21%

15%

14%

Music/radio

Video

I can find the
Sports
news/content
for free
elsewhere

It is something
News
that is just not
that important
to me

Reasons cited for not paying for content
47%
37%

18%

14%

13%
I am OK with
Gaming There isn’t enough
seeing ads
content that I am
instead of paying
interested in all
for light-ad or
within one service
ad-free content

40%

Entertainment

News

35%
25%
19% 17%

18%
11%

10%

6%

I can find the
news/content
for free
elsewhere

It is something
that is just not
that important
to me

It is too expensive

Cannot afford to
pay for this

I am OK with
seeing ads
instead of paying
for light-ad or
ad-free content

8%

There isn’t enough
content that I am
interested in all
within one service

Reaction to media and advertising
Entertainment

Read more
about a
certain topic

32%

29%

Found a new idea

27%

Talked with a peer

Researched a
product/service
after seeing/hearing
an ad for it
Inspired me to
visit a new
place
Purchased a
product/service
after seeing/hearing
an ad for it

27%

24%

19%

News

Advertising perceptions
I realize that content with advertising allows me
to access that content for free

53%

I am less likely to mind an ad if the product being
advertised is something I am interested in

47%

I prefer to see advertising for things that are related to
the specific topics that I'm reading about or listening to

31%

I believe my purchases are affected
by advertising

28%

I don't mind ads when viewing or listening
to content

24%

A good ad is something I share with friends
and family

18%

Brands being advertised are generally more
trustworthy

16%

Brands being advertised are generally
higher quality

15%
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It

India
Total and paid subscription services among engaged consumers

Video and sport

71%

Music/radio

76%

News

71%

Gaming

79%

3.5
2.5

2.5
1.9

2.4
1.7

1.9
1.5

Mean # services

Mean # paid

Entertainment and news spend ( )
Current vs. maximum monthly spend

All respondents

Current monthly ent. spend

61.90

Maximum monthly ent. spend

244.40

Paid
entertainment
subscribers

240.40
281.33
Current monthly news spend

All respondents

Maximum monthly news spend

56.10

353.08

224.60

Paid news
subscribers

358.89

Likelihood of future paid subscriptions
Consumers in India are mostly likely to subscribe to news services, followed by music/radio and video. They are also
significantly more likely to subscribe to all services than those in the West and China.
NEWS

24

24

62%

51%

49%

41%

37%

News

Music/radio

Video

Sports

Gaming
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Reasons why you don’t pay for subscriptions

Entertainment

News

Fine with seeing ads instead of paying
for light-ad or ad-free content

20%

33%

Your concern about the subscription news
service giving away a biased point of view

Availability of premium content for free in other
ways (e.g. using a friend or family member's
account, pirated sites, etc.)

22%

38%

You already have access to free news content
online, the ones that you are most interested in

There isn't enough content that you are
interested in all within one service

23%

40%

There isn't enough content available that
you are interested in

You already pay for other subscription,
the ones you are most interested in

25%

40%

News is something that is just not that
important to you

It is something that is just not
that important to you

28%

42%

The news you care about you can
typically get from free sites/services

What you typically watch or listen to,
you can typically get it for free

31%

45%

Cannot afford to pay for this

It is too expensive for what
you would be getting

32%

52%

It is too expensive

Cannot afford to pay for this

34%

Reaction to media and advertising
Found out
about a new idea

30%

Started a discussion
with a peer

Read more about a
certain topic

Travelled to a
specific destination
after seeing on TV

Inspired you to
visit a new place

Tweeted or shared
your opinion on
social media

30%

26%

26%

Advertising perceptions
A good ad is something you share with friends
and family

62%

You prefer to see advertising for things that are related to
61%
the specific topics that you are reading about or listening to
You realize that content with advertising allows you to
access that content for free

61%

Brands being advertised are generally
higher quality

60%

You believe your purchases are affected by advertising

60%

Brands being advertised are generally more trustworthy

59%

You are less likely to mind an ad if the product being
advertised is something you are interested in

57%

You don't mind ads when viewing or
listening to content

57%

25%

23%
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South Korea
Total and paid subscription services among engaged consumers

Video and spor t

News

57%

Gaming

63%

Music/radio

3.8

53%

2.0

2.8
1.6

2.7
1.7

2.3

65%

1.5

Mean # services

Mean # paid

Entertainment and news spend ( )
Current vs. maximum monthly spend

11398.31

All respondents

14862.90

Paid
entertainment
subscribers

All respondents

23817.71
24083.33

Current monthly news spend

3033.40

Paid news
subscribers

26

Current monthly ent. spend
Maximum monthly ent. spend
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10259.20

Maximum monthly news spend

22047.10
22481.88

45%

Likelihood of future paid subscriptions

Consumers in South Korea are most likely to pay33%
for music/radio subscriptions in the next year, followed by video.
They are less likely to pay for other services, such as news or sports.
25% 26%

25%

24%
18%

NEWS

14%

38%

26%

Music/radio

Video

24%

I can find the
Gaming
news/content
for free
elsewhere

Reasons cited for not paying for content
54%

24

17%

16%

It is something
I am OK with
There isn’t enough
Sports
that is just not
seeing ads News content that I am
that important
instead of paying
interested in all
to me
for light-ad or
within one service
ad-free content

45%

Entertainment

News

29%
24% 23%

22%

21%

20% 20%
14%

I can find the
news/content
for free
elsewhere

It is too expensive

Cannot afford to
pay for this

It is something
that is just not
that important
to me

Reaction to media and advertising
Entertainment

Researched a
product/service
after seeing/hearing
an ad for it

36%

Read more
about a
certain topic

Travelled to a
specific destination
after seeing on TV
Inspired me to
visit a new
place

32%

29%

27%

Made me feel
more connected
to other cultures

25%

Started a discussion
with a peer

25%

13%

I am OK with
seeing ads
instead of paying
for light-ad or
ad-free content

16%

There isn’t enough
content that I am
interested in all
within one service

News

Advertising perceptions
I realize that content with advertising allows me
to access that content for free

43%

I believe my purchases are affected
by advertising

41%

I am less likely to mind an ad if the product being
advertised is something I am interested in

39%

I prefer to see advertising for things that are related to
the specific topics that I'm reading about or listening to

39%

A good ad is something I share with friends
and family

38%

I don't mind ads when viewing or listening
to content

26%

Brands being advertised are generally
higher quality

20%

Brands being advertised are generally more
trustworthy

19%
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United Kingdom
Total and paid subscription services among engaged consumers

3.6

Video and spor t

75%

News

72%

Gaming

81%

Music/radio

71%

2.7

2.9
2.1

2.6
2.1

2.4
1.7

Mean # services

Mean # paid

Entertainment and news spend (£)
Current vs. maximum monthly spend

£13.10

All respondents

£15.90

Current monthly ent. spend
Maximum monthly ent. spend

Paid
entertainment
subscribers

All respondents

£31.10
£28.31

Paid news
subscribers

28

Current monthly news spend

£2.70
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£9.90

Maximum monthly news spend

£24.00
£27.96

45%

Likelihood of future paid subscriptions

33%

Consumers in the United Kingdom are most likely to pay for sports subscriptions
in the next
year,26%
followed by music/radio.
25%
25%
24%
They are less likely to pay for other services, such as news or gaming.
18%
14%
NEWS

24
I can find the
news/content
26%
for free 25%
elsewhere
Music/radio
Video

28%
Sports

It is something
that is just not
20%
that important
to me News

I am OK with
There isn’t enough
seeing ads
content that I am
19% interested in all
instead of paying
for light-ad Gaming
or
within one service
ad-free content

Reasons cited for not paying for content
Entertainment

47%

32%

News

29% 29%
24% 23%

21%
15%

18%

18%
14%

9%

I can find the
news/content
for free
elsewhere

It is too expensive

Cannot afford to
pay for this

Reaction to media and advertising

Entertainment

Read more
about a
certain topic

29%

Researched a
product/service
after seeing/hearing
an ad for it
Inspired me to
visit a new place

Found a new idea

Purchased a
product/service after
seeing/hearing an ad
for it
Talked with a peer

25%

22%

21%

19%

17%

It is something
that is just not
that important
to me

I am OK with
seeing ads
instead of paying
for light-ad or
ad-free content

There isn’t enough
content that I am
interested in all
within one service

News

Advertising perceptions
I realize that content with advertising allows me
to access that content for free

56%

I am less likely to mind an ad if the product being
advertised is something I am interested in

46%

I prefer to see advertising for things that are related to
the specific topics that I'm reading about or listening to

37%

I believe my purchases are affected
by advertising

28%

A good ad is something I share with friends
and family

26%

I don't mind ads when viewing or listening
to content

25%

Brands being advertised are generally
higher quality

21%

Brands being advertised are generally more
trustworthy

20%
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United States
Total and paid subscription services among engaged consumers

Video and spor t

78%

Gaming

85%

Music/radio

News

4.9
3.8

3.4
2.9

3.2

78%

2.5

3.0

87%

2.6

Mean # services

Mean # paid

Entertainment and news spend ($)
Current vs. maximum monthly spend

$17.40

All respondents

$19.40

Current monthly ent. spend
Maximum monthly ent. spend

Paid
entertainment
subscribers

All respondents

$39.60
$34.83

Paid news
subscribers

30

Current monthly news spend

$4.30
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$14.30

Maximum monthly news spend

$35.20
$34.44

Likelihood of future paid subscriptions

45%

Consumers in the United States are most likely to pay for music/radio subscriptions in the next year, followed by video.
They are less likely to pay for other services, such33%
as sports or news.
25% 26%

25%

24%

NEWS

14%

35%

33%

Music/radio

Video

27%

I can find the
Gaming
news/content
for free
elsewhere

Reasons cited for not paying for content

18%

24

24%

23%

It is something
I am OK with
There isn’t enough
Sports
News
that is just not
seeing ads
content that I am
that important
instead of paying
interested in all
to me
for light-ad or
within one service
ad-free content

40%
31%

Entertainment
28% 30%

26%

25%

24%

22%

20%

18%
16%

10%

I can find the
news/content
for free
elsewhere

It is too expensive

It is something
that is just not
that important
to me

Cannot afford to
pay for this

Reaction to media, advertising and advertising perceptions
Entertainment

Read more
about a
certain topic

30%

Researched a
product/service
after seeing/hearing
an ad for it

28%

Found a new idea

Purchased a
product/service after
seeing/hearing an ad
for it
Inspired me to
visit a new
place

Talked with a peer

26%

22%

20%

18%

News

I am OK with
seeing ads
instead of paying
for light-ad or
ad-free content

There isn’t enough
content that I am
interested in all
within one service

News

Advertising perceptions
I realize that content with advertising allows me
to access that content for free

55%

I am less likely to mind an ad if the product being
advertised is something I am interested in

49%

I prefer to see advertising for things that are related to
the specific topics that I'm reading about or listening to

43%

I believe my purchases are affected
by advertising

36%

A good ad is something I share with friends
and family

35%

I don't mind ads when viewing or listening
to content

31%

Brands being advertised are generally
higher quality

25%

Brands being advertised are generally more
trustworthy

25%
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Appendices
Methodology
The survey forming the basis of this paper was
commissioned by the World Economic Forum. It
was co‑designed with Nielsen with the objective of
understanding news and entertainment consumption
habits, subscription preferences, pricing and monetization
behaviours, levels of advertising awareness and tolerance,
and general affinity with media and technology.
The countries covered were China, Germany, India, South
Korea, the UK and the US. The survey was conducted
by Nielsen using an online questionnaire between early
October and late November 2019. In India, the survey was
conducted via face‑to‑face interviews.
Sampling: The sample was recruited to be representative
of each country. Quotas were set on age and gender for all
countries. Household income/socioeconomic status and
ethnicity were monitored but did not need to be controlled
for. In India and China, due to the larger disparity between
social classes and regions, quotas were set based on tier
in China while, in India, interviews were conducted in areas
that had access to media.
We recognize that using mainly online sampling methods
risks media consumption habits not being fully represented,
since users who are not online will not be covered. In
high‑income countries we believe this represents a small
proportion of the overall population, but in India 21% of
survey sample respondents do not have internet access.
There is a likelihood that online respondents have a higher
level of understanding and comfort with regards to the
concepts presented. Although we believe it is reasonable to
make comparisons between countries based on the data
collected, we acknowledge that there may be limitations in
doing so.
Respondents by country:
China			
Germany		
India			
South Korea		
United Kingdom		
United States		
Total			

n = 1,608
n = 1,001
n = 3,514
n = 1,003
n = 1,002
n = 1,010
n = 9,138

Filtering: All survey respondents are aged 16+. Data
cleaning strategies were employed, including straight‑line
checks, minimum length of interview and wrong answer to
respondent instruction.
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Data presentation: The survey is not an empirical study
of actual consumer behaviour. It measures and reports
self‑stated opinions, beliefs, attitudes and perceptions.
Surveys were conducted anonymously; it is possible that
response bias may have affected some questions. The
survey data should be interpreted keeping this in mind.
A mixture of aggregate and country‑level data has been
provided. Unless otherwise stated, this comes directly from
our survey research. Industry data that may use different
collection methodologies complements our findings.
Other methodological notes: Results are presented in
English, but surveys in China, Germany, India and South
Korea were translated into local languages.
For open‑ended numeric questions, a respondent could
not enter a number higher than that selected in the previous
question. For example, if someone said they had five total
news subscriptions, they could not say they had 10 paid
news subscriptions.
Questions asking about a specific type of service, platform
or product were asked only of respondents who indicated
they use the specific type of service, platform or product
in question.
The Disney+ subscription video on‑demand streaming
service launched in the US during the time the survey was
conducted. This, along with media coverage of competitors
at the time, may have influenced responses.
Qualitative research: The Forum project team conducted
qualitative workshops with media executives. The
workshops were used to identify and refine the themes
addressed in the survey, review general trends and
developments in the industry and attempt to understand
corporate strategy and decision‑making at media
companies. Nielsen was not involved in the design or
execution of the workshops.
Insights and data from these sessions have been integrated
into this white paper; comments are unattributed. Details on
each are provided below and contributors are listed on the
following pages.
– 15 May 2019: Media, Entertainment and Information
Industry Strategy Officers’ Meeting, Geneva, Switzerland
– 1 July 2019: Value in Asian Media, Dalian, China
– 26 September 2019: Value in Advertising and
Brand‑Building, New York, US
– 3 October 2019: The Future of Creating Content, Los
Angeles, US
– 23 October 2019: New News Strategies for Publishers,
London, UK
– 23 January 2020: Value in Media Multilateral Meeting,
Davos, Switzerland

Contributing experts
Clive Adendorff, Head of Transformation and CEO Office,
ProSiebenSat.1
Sophie Ahrens‑Gruber, Head, Corporate Business
Development, Hubert Burda Media
Tom Ascheim, President, Freeform

Thierry Delmarcelle, Chief Strategy and Innovation Officer,
Asia‑Pacific, Deloitte
Jonathan Dworkin, Executive Vice‑President, Digital
Business Development and Strategy, Universal Music Group
Cosmin Ene, Founder and Chief Executive Officer, LaterPay
Ed Gaffney, Managing Partner, Director of Implementation
Research, GroupM

Jane Barrett, Global Editor, Media News Strategy, Reuters
Gao Jin, Editor‑in‑Chief, iQIYI.com
Charlie Beckett, Director of Polis and the Truth, Trust &
Technology Commission, London School of Economics and
Political Science

Ge Chengzhi, President, Research Institute, iQIYI.com
Geng Xiaohua, Senior Vice‑President, iQIYI.com

Karen van Bergen, Chief Executive Officer, Omnicom
Public Relations Group

Alan Gershenfeld, President and Co‑Founder, E‑Line Media

Krishan Bhatia, Executive Vice‑ President, Business
Operations and Strategy, NBCUniversal

Nancy Goldberg, Executive Vice‑President, Chief
Marketing and Sales Officer, Kudelski Group

Justin Blake, Global Head, Leadership Positioning, Edelman

Dave Grimaldi, Executive Vice‑President, Interactive
Advertising Bureau

Marwan M. Boodai, Vice‑Chairman, BoodaiCorp Company
Keith Grossman, President, TIME
Ozge Bulut Marasli, Adviser to the Board, Strategy and
Business Development, Dogan Holding

James Harding, Editor &and Co‑Founder, Tortoise

Edward Booty, Chief Strategy Officer, Asia‑Pacific, Publicis
Communications

Peter Huijboom, Global Chief Executive Officer, Dentsu
Media and Global Clients, Dentsu Aegis Network

Ozge Bulut Marasli, Adviser to the Board, Strategy and
Business Development, Dogan Holding

Arnout Jacobs, Managing Director, Greater China,
Springer Nature

Cai Luona, Researcher and Design Strategist, Xiaohongshu
App

Luis Jimenez, News External Relations Manager and
Digital News Lead, European Broadcasting Union

Juliana Chan, Chief Executive Officer, Wildtype Media Group

Larry Johnson, Global Director, Media, Entertainment,
Digital Experience, Innovation and Strategy Leader, Oracle

Chang Seung‑Joon, Chief Executive Officer, Maekyung
Media Group
Wilson Chow Wai‑Yin, Global Technology, Media and
Entertainment and Telecommunications (TMT) Leader, PwC

David Jurenka, Senior Vice‑ President, Owned and
Operated Media Assets and General Manager of NFL Los
Angeles, National Football League

Megan Clarken, Chief Commercial Officer, Nielsen (until 2019)

Siv Juvik Tveitnes, Executive Vice‑ President, News
Media, Schibsted

Jennifer Cobb, Executive Director, United for News,
Internews

Sunil Kapadia, Senior Vice‑ President, Strategy and
Solutions, Dentsu Aegis Network

Luis di Como, Executive Vice‑ President, Global Media,
Unilever

Danny Keens, Head of Content, NextVR
Matt Kelly, Chief Content Officer, Archant

Mark Cripps, Chief Marketing Officer, The Economist Group
Roma Khanna, Chief Executive Officer, Revolt Media & TvV
Idalia Cruz Garza, Director, Strategy, Media, TV Azteca
Jason Kint, Director, Digital Content Next
Jessica Davies, Managing Editor, Europe, Digiday
Richard Davis, Strategy Development Director, Media &
Performance Brands and Global Clients, Dentsu Aegis
Network

Rasmus Kleis Nielsen, Director, Reuters Institute for the
Study of Journalism, University of Oxford
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Meredith Kopit Levien, Executive Vice‑President and Chief
Operating Officer, The New York Times

Christophe Nicolas, Senior Vice‑President and Founder,
Kudelski Security; Group Chief Information Officer, Kudelski
Group

Jennifer Lee, Chief Executive Officer, Plympton
Marne Levine, Vice‑President, Global Partnerships,
Business and Corporate Development, Facebook

Carrie Rathod, Director, Global Brand Building, Proctoer &
Gamble
Alan Renwick, Chief Executive Officer, RADAR

Alastair Lewis, Content Director, Readly
Mark Little, Chief Executive Officer and Co‑Founder, Kinzen
Liu Lifeng, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, China,
Ipsos Group

David Roter, Vice‑ President, Global Agency & Brand
Partnerships, Snap
Tim Rowell, General Manager, UK, Piano
Steve Rubel, Chief Media Ecologist, Edelman

Qian Liu, Managing Director, Greater China, The Economist
Group
Liu Ruoxi, Global Manager, Beijing Man Xiang Ya Tian
Advertising Ltd

Aisling Ryan, Managing Partner, Corporate Practice, WPP
Dev Sangani, Capability and Strategy Director, Sky Media
Brad Schwartz, President, Pop

Liu Qian, Managing Director, Greater China, The Economist
Group
Lora Logan, North East Commercial Director, The
Guardian US

Mike Sepso, Chairman, Electronic Sports Group
Jon Slade, Chief Commercial Officer, The Financial Times

Philippe Maigret, President, ITV Studios America

Tsuyoshi Sunohara, Senior Managing Executive Officer,
Global Business, Nikkei

Robert Manfred, Commissioner of Baseball, Major League
Baseball Players Association

Jeff Tan, Managing Director, Product and Innovation,
Dentsu Aegis Network

Gary Marenzi, Head of Entertainment Sales and
Partnerships, Endeavor

Tyler Vaught, Head of Creators, Twitter

Mindy Massucci, Head of Global Content for TicToc,
Bloomberg LP
Fon Mathuros Chantanayingyong, Chief Media Officer,
Asia‑Pacific, Edelman

Wang Shan, Director, Public Sector, China, Amazon Web
Services
Michael Wayne, Co‑Founder and Chief Executive Officer,
Kin Community
Wei Qiang, Chief Marketing Officer, Ipsos China

Douglas McCabe, Chief Executive Officer and Director of
Publishing and Tech, Enders Analysis

David Wiebe, Senior Vice‑ President, Current Series,
DreamWorks Animations

Dr. Tanja Meyerhofer, Senior Strategy Analyst, European
Broadcasting Union

Joshua Yguado, President, Jam City

Anjali Midha, Chief Executive Officer and Co‑Founder,
Diesel Labs

Linda Yaccarino, Chairman, Advertising Sales and Client
Partnerships, NBCUniversal

John Montgomery, Global Executive Vice‑ President of
Brand Safety, GroupM

Joshua Yguado, President, Jam City

Philipp Mueller, Senior Vice‑President, Corporate Strategy,
Thomson Reuters

Yi Di, Vice‑President, Beijing Perfect World Software
Technology Development Co.
Dominic Young, Founder and Chief Executive Officer, Axate

Peter Naylor, Senior Vice‑ President, Advertising Sales, Hulu
Kuek Yu Chuang, Managing Director, Asia‑Pacific, Netflix
Sanjay Nazerali, Chief Development and Strategy Officer,
Dentsu Aegis Network
Nic Newman, Senior Research Associate, Reuters Institute
for the Study of Journalism, University of Oxford
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Crystine Zhang, Chief Executive Officer, Shandong Film &
TV Media International

Contributors
World Economic Forum Project Team

Project Steering Committee

Stefan Hall, Project Lead, Shaping the Future of Media,
Entertainment and Culture

Sophie Ahrens‑Gruber, Head, Corporate Business
Development, Burda Media

Cathy Li, Head of Media, Entertainment and Information
Industries, Shaping the Future of Media, Entertainment and
Culture

Krishan Bhatia, Executive Vice‑President, Business
Operations and Strategy, NBCUniversal

Kirstine Stewart, Head of Platform for Shaping the Future
of Media, Entertainment and Culture, Member of the
Executive Committee

Nielsen Research Team

Sue Brooks, Managing Director, Product and Agency
Strategy, Reuters
Jennifer Cobb, Director, United for News, Internews
Dave Grimaldi, Executive Vice‑President, Interactive
Advertising Bureau

Sarah Benson, Client Solutions Executive
Ramona D’Antonio, Senior Vice‑President, Research
Melissa Diaz, Senior Research Analyst

Peter Huijboom, Global Chief Executive Officer, Dentsu
Media and Global Clients, Dentsu Aegis Network
Liu Qian, Managing Director, Greater China, The Economist
Group

Cathy Heeley, International Media Analytics Lead
Lucy Melbinger, Account Executive

John Montgomery, Executive Vice‑President, Global
Brand Safety, GroupM

Durga Shrivastava, Research Director

Steve Rubel, Chief Media Ecologist, Edelman

Michelle Zweig, Senior Vice‑President, Client Consulting

Jon Slade, Chief Commercial Officer, The Financial Times
Sirma Umur, Vice‑President, P&G Global Brand Building
and Innovation, Chief Marketing Officer, P&G Europe,
Procter & Gamble
Tina Wilson, Managing Director, Media Analytics and Data
Governance, Nielsen*
Kuek Yu Chuang, Managing Director, Asia‑Pacific, Netflix

* The World Economic Forum would also like to thank Megan Clarken, Chief Commercial Officer, Nielsen (until 2019), who was a member of the Steering
Committee until her departure from Nielsen.
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